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The aforesaid complaint was disposed of vide order dated 16.10.201g withthe directions ofdelayed possession charges.
The complainant-applicant filed
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On 

.29.05.2019 the decree holder moved an
Authority to recover the decretal amount and
)D has filed to satisg/ the decree and did
possession ofthe unit.

on 18.09.2023, the complainant moved an apprication before the executingcourt with a prayer for direction
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Rectification application

Naresh Kumari and HR Mehta
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the registry.

HARYANA REAI. ESTATE REGIJI.ATORY AUTHORITY
GURUGRAM

The counsel for the complainant requests for issuance of directions for
handing over of possession as the entire consideration money has been paid
and as per orders ofthe authority, the respondent is to pay the balance DpC
amount and to hand over the possession which is not being handed over in
view of the matter pending before the Adjudicating Officer in execution and
there are no directions in the order for handing over of possession.

The AR of the respondent states that the decretal amount due as per
calculation of respondent has already been handed over to the complainant
and now the matter for reconciling the amount due towards the complainant
as well as to be paid by the respondent towards delay in possession is
pending before Adiudicating officer and possession wilr be handed over
within 30 days once the amount due attain finality after passing the order by
the Adjudicating Officer. Application stands disposed off, File bJ consigned to
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